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Abstract: 
Objective. Achieving economic efficiency in mining enterprises through the use of 

lightweight high-strength plastics and composite materials of flexible elements and the 

development of a new resource-saving design of parts instead of rolling bearings that provide 

basic planar rotational movement in mechanisms with guide rollers of a conveyor belt type 

Methods. When creating new design solutions for a part that acts as a sliding base made 

of plastic and a composite flexible element for a composite guide roller mechanism, several 

detailed drawing methods are used in 2D, 3D programs to create an ideal structure view, 

modeling and calculation methods, optimization of performance characteristics, parts designs 

and synthesize. 

Results. The main factors affecting the operation of belt conveyors used in mining 

enterprises; environment, temperature fluctuations and various loads. This leads to a 

significant increase in the exposure of the equipment parts. The parts of the idler roller 

mechanism associated with the main damage fall on this rolling bearing. When using a part 

made on the basis of the proposed new design project, the frequency and efficiency of the 

mechanism increases. 

Conclusion. To increase the frequency of operation of belt conveyor guide roller 

mechanisms used in the mining industry, detailed blueprints have been developed to create new 

resource-saving parts designs to replace some of the mechanism parts. When we use a new 

design part instead of a rolling bearing, it is confirmed that the service life of the mechanism 

has increased by 0.28%. It should be concluded that the component of the composite roller 

guide mechanism is recommended for use in the production of parts made of high-strength 

plastic and composite materials of flexible elements. 

Keywords: quarry, mechanism, bearing, conveyor, rolling, flexible, graphitecapralone, 

parameter, roller, base, deformation, antifriction, research. 

 
Introduction. One of the most convenient machine mechanisms in the mining industry 

and with an uninterrupted supply of products in various sectors of the economy are belt 

conveyors. In the mining industry, a set of several conveyor belts is used to transport ore from 

deep quarries, as well as ore from underground and open pit mining, to a specified location, the 

length of which reaches several meters. For example, the "Muruntau" quarry, which belongs to 

the Navoi Mining and Metallurgical Combine. 
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The main components of belt conveyors are the integral idler roller mechanism, the idler 

drum and the belt that surrounds them. (Figure 1). The conveyor also includes the following 

parts: belt compression and cleaning devices, handles, special roller mechanisms, elements 

providing automatic control and movement of the belt [1]. 

One of the main factors determining the reliability of a belt on a conveyor belt is that its 

components are handled with precision and strength. One of such important mechanisms is 

roller mechanisms with a part, the share of equipment work is 20-25%. 

The maintenance cost of the roller mechanism is 40%. The service life of the roller 

mechanism on the conveyor is 2-2.5 years, and the rollers operating in the places of operation 

of the loading devices are reduced to 1-3 months compared to those installed in other places. 

The reason is that the frequency of the roller mechanism decreases as a result of external shocks, 

constant dustiness, moisture in the places where ore is received. 

 
Figure-1. Belt conveyor 

 

The reliability of the belt conveyor is largely determined by the frequency of operation 

of the roller mechanism. That is why the roller mechanisms of the structure are changed several 

times during operation. Improving the design of its parts and increasing their reliability to 

increase the service life of roller mechanisms is becoming one of the main urgent tasks. 

Methods. The main rotary mechanism of the belt conveyor is a roller, and its base 

rotational movement is performed by rolling bearings. As a result of external influences, the 

bearings of the roller mechanisms become stiff, resulting in an increase in the load on the belt, 

which leads to its rupture. To prevent this, it is recommended to use a roller bearing instead of 

a rolling bearing as a sliding base made of high-strength plastic and flexible element materials 

with variable parameter composition [2]. 

To do this; 

Study of various parameters affecting the detail that acts as a sliding base under static and 

dynamic loading on the roller mechanism; 

Development of a new design of the part acting as a sliding base and determination of its 

performance parameters; 

Carrying out a comparative analysis of the part, which acts as a sliding support, mounted 

on a roller mechanism, in relation to the rolling bearing; 

It consists of substantiating the technical and economic indicators of the reliability of the 

roller mechanism. 

Among the factors that determine the life of the belt conveyor, it should be noted that its 

main supporting parts will be improved on the basis of new designs. One of these mechanisms 

is composite roller guide mechanisms, which increase the frequency of operation by improving 

some of its parts. It is necessary to consider ways to reduce the dynamic loads on the mechanism 
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when the composite guide roller interacts with the load current of the mechanism. In particular, 

the reliable movement of the roller mechanisms in the loading area determines the performance 

of the belt conveyor. Continuous movement (between the belt and the composite guide roller) 

causes the roller members to wear out due to friction. This, in turn, will affect the tape [3]. 

Results. As a result of scientific research, design work was carried out and it was 

recommended to use a flexible element material as a coating on the outer side of the roller 

mechanism cover. 

 

Figure-2. Roller mechanism (Belt conveyor) 
 

This, in turn, as a result of external loads, the presence of a composite elastic element 

between the belt and the roller mechanism led to an increase in the periodicity of operation of 

the mechanisms in return for the deformation extinction. 

Roller mechanisms must be installed in the same size range to ensure uniform movement 

of the conveyor belt. In each measuring range of the mechanism, three rollers are mounted on 

the top and one roller mechanism on the bottom. The rollers mounted on the top are mounted 

at an angle to each other. The installation of the guide roller mechanisms on the basis of clear 

standards leads to a uniform movement of the belt conveyor. The roller mechanisms placed at 

the top of the mechanism must be placed at a precise angle to each other so that the loads applied 

to each roller mechanism during the operation of the belt conveyor must be the same. 

Deformation of the elastic support occurs as a result of impulsive action on the 

lightweight plastic grid on the sliding support of the guide roller mechanism. In this case, it is 

very important to determine the vibration frequency of the plastic grilles with a flexible element 

that affects the rotational motion. To determine the deformation value of the grid supports, we 

convert the roller mechanism to the potential energy of the flexible element base, which is 

deformable under the influence of kinetic energy [4]. 
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where: T - is the kinetic energy of the base of the guide roller; t - is the total mass of the 

roller support mechanism; −yV  external forging affecting the speed of the roller mechanism; 

−1с  linear component of the basic stiffness coefficient of the composite elastic element; 

−=
µ

2с
с  nonlinear component of stiffness coefficient; П- is the potential energy of the 

deformed flexible element base. 
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From the accepted conditions of interaction: 
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where, −a maximum deformation value. 

According to research, the plastic grid of the system will have a single mass vibration 

system under conditions ranging from the nonlinear stiffness of the elastic element material to 

0=х  to ах=  vibration [5, 6]. 
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where, α  and −n  constants, ...,2,1−n ; aX /=ξ , equal to the boiling force 
12 −nxα . 

In lattice systems with a nonlinear stiffness of the composite elastic element, there is a 

certain relationship between period and amplitude. Therefore, the term “natural frequency” 

should be avoided in relation to such systems, as the frequency of free oscillations ceases to be 

a specific parameter of the system.  

 

  

1-for 165 −= сω  2-for 
140 −= сω , , 

C1=1,5·104 Н/м; m=1,20 Нс2/м 
Fig.3. Dependences of the change in the 

range of vibrations of the plastic grate as a 
function of the stiffness coefficient of the 

elastic support of the roller cleaner 

1-for 165 −= сω  2-for 140 −= сω  

Fig.4. Dependences of the change in the 
range of vibrations of the plastic grate 

depending on its mass 
 

In this case, the recovery force 
32
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+  and therefore the quantity n  take the values 

1 and 2, then the period of oscillation with nonlinear stiffness of the plastic grid to the flexible 

base is determined from the following expression: 
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where µ- is the coefficient taking into account the linearity of the material properties of 

the elastic element, m2. 
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In the resulting expression (3) we combine the expressions in parentheses, then calculated 

(integrated) using tables of special functions on the case, and we get the following expression 

[7]: 
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For the frequency of free oscillations, taking into account the following Т/22 πρ = : 
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Analysis of the resulting formula (6) showed that the frequency of natural vibration 

decreases nonlinearly with increasing bullet mass of the plastic structural grid. As the amplitude 

of vibration and the stiffness coefficient c1 and c2 increase, the frequency of natural oscillations 

changes in a nonlinear relationship. It is very important to provide structural lattice vibrations 

up to the resonance zone, because the natural frequency of structural lattice oscillations also 

varies depending on the reduced mass, amplitude, and nonlinear stiffness properties of the 

flexible base. 

Discussions. Physical and mechanical properties of the materials used in the work of the 

sliding tank in the guide roller mechanism with a belt conveyor were studied. When studying 

the physical properties of materials - studies the physical aspects of the interaction during the 

relative motion of contact surfaces. When studying the mechanical properties of a material - 

studies the mechanics of the interaction of friction surfaces in friction. He studies the 

distribution of energy and momentum, mechanical similarity in friction, relaxation vibrations, 

reversible friction, hydrodynamic equations, and others in relation to friction, wear, and 

lubrication. Surface quality affects the wear resistance of the part to corrosion, corrosion and 

erosion, the strength of the tight joint and the reliability of the movable and immovable bonded 

density. 

The rolling bearing is the part that makes the roller mechanism rotate and acts as a support 

relative to the axle. As a result of external influences (dust, water, high humidity), the roller 

mechanism stops due to uneven movement or hardening of the grooves and balls of the rolling 

bearing [8]. 

In order to prevent this, instead of a rolling bearing, we use a flexible element and plastic 

(graphytocaprolone) material, which acts as a sliding base relative to the axle. 

The roller mechanism will need to create new types of details that act as a sliding base 

for the composite flexible element, as well as develop methods for their structural, kinematic 

and dynamic calculations. To do this, it is necessary to see the effectiveness of research on the 

design, modeling and calculation of new schemes of machines and mechanisms, optimization 

of operational characteristics, analysis and synthesis of mechanisms, creation of new designs 

of flexible joints and flexible element roller mechanisms. 

Conclusion. The operating conditions and characteristics of belt conveyors in the mining 

industry were considered, special requirements were set for the design of their main 

components. Constructions of guide roller mechanisms with a belt conveyor structure, a detail 

acting as a sliding support and a protective cover and sealing devices have been developed on 

the basis of design designs. The importance of lubricants in order to increase the periodicity of 

the workpiece, which acts as a sliding base, was considered. Many factors have been analyzed 

for the rapid repair of parts that act as a sliding support in a guide roller mechanism. 
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Abstract: 
Objective.When creating machines for the cotton ginning industry, the issues of 

developing and refining methods for calculating drives and shafts of high-performance 

machines are especially relevant. In the article, the problem of reducing the mass of the shafts 

of the main working body of the saw cylinder of the genie is solved by the formation of grooves 

and the design features of the lightweight shaft. 

Methods. Research of the influence of the density of a raw roller on the value of bending 

of the shaft of the saw cylinder of gin the methods of calculating the study were also calculated 

theoretically and practically. Theoretical research The results were obtained based on the 

modern program of Solid works. Experimental studies, on the other hand, found a tensometric 

method 

Results. According to the results, It is necessary to pay attention to the fact that with an 

increase in the mass of the seed shaft from 60 kg to 90 kg the value of the forces of the cross 

section also increases, respectively, from 2565 N to 2869 N and the bending moment of the 

shaft, respectively, from 112 N/m to 170 N/m. 

Conclusion. Based on the results of the analysis, that the power consumption in the set 

mode of the saw cylinder 12-12,5kWt. The inertial mass of the saw cylinder is large and requires 

7-12 seconds to stop the saw cylinder completely. This negatively affects product quality. It is 

proposed to reduce the inertial moment (mass) of the saw cylinder. The main method of 

reducing mass is to lighten the shaft itself or reduce the number of saws and shims, which will 

reduce the length of the shaft. 

Keywords: Gene, saw cylinder, shaft, raw roller, deflection, weight reduction, grooves, 

design features, bending.  

 

Introduction. The creation of machines for the cotton ginning industry with effective 

parameters can be carried out only on the basis of a deep knowledge of the physics of the 

processes occurring in machines under different loading conditions and the development of 
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